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lnstructions: 1) Use blue/black ball point pen only.

2) Do notwrite anything on the blank portion of the question paper.
lf written anything, such type of act will be considered as an attempt
to resorl to unfair means.

3) Allquestions are compulsory.
4) The number to the rillht indicates full marks.
5) Draw diagrams wherever necessary,
6) Distribution of syttabus rn Que stion Paper is only meant to cover

entire syllabus within the stipulated frame. The Quesfion paper
pattern is a mere guideline. Quesfions can be asked from any
papefs syllabus into any question paper. Sfudenfs cannot claim
thatthe Question is out of syllabus. As it is only forthe placement
sake, the distribution has been done.

7) Use a common answer book for allsecfions.

SECTION *A' (40 Marks)
1. Short answer questions (any live out of six) :

'a) Scope of psychology.

. b) Theories ofpersonality development.

, c) Explain factors influencing mental Health.

' d) Rpes of defense mechanisms.

e) Discuss perception and its types.

r 0 Differenttypes of learning.
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2. Long answer questions (arry one out of two) : [1 xls-15]
, a) Define emotion? explain the various nature of emotion and what steps

you will take as a nurse to control the emotions of patients in a hospital.

b) Define intelligence? Explain the characteristics qf the ideally intelligent
person and discuss various intelligence tests with their uses and limitatiorrs.
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SECTION. *B, (35 Marks)3. Short answer question (any four out of five) :

. a) psychological 
needs of the adolescent.

, b) Self-Actu alization

c) Explain briefly various theories oflearning.
d) What are various types of conflicts?

" e) Explain various methods to improve memory.
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4- Long answer question (any one out of two) , [l x 15 = ISIa) Define tvtotivation? Explain the various theories ofmotivation and exprainvarious methods of conflict..rolution Jir, 
"*pres.' b) 

,m?tarning? 
Explain the process of leaming and factors influencing
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